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We do what we say and do it well!

Website design & Hosting
Software Development
Database Design
Graphic Design
ICT Support
Datacraft Systems is an independent software development and consulting company. It was founded in 2005. We as a professional software-development company are highly concerned with the quality of our solutions and services. Moreover, our team constantly works on developing and improving our service performance to satisfy our customers and maintain long-term cooperation with them.

The company was founded by a team of enthusiastic IT specialists who wanted to overcome the routine and create a company that would act in the market not only for business success but for the sake of IT itself. Thus, the mission of the company was defined – to contribute to forward-looking transformation of the society through software development.

We offer cost-effective development services and solutions for customers with projects both small and medium. We employ highly qualified software developers and creative designers with years of experience.

Over 5 years of work, we have completed different kinds of projects; and we specialize in automation of business processes used by our clients. We have developed a range of solutions and gained ample experience in the services we offer:

- Web development and hosting
- Custom Software Development
- Graphic design and Corporate Branding
- ICT Support and Training

Datacraft Systems has the ability of understanding of your needs and problem with particular concern to ICT. We give you the best solution through our modern tools which will yield positive results at inexpensive cost and appropriate usage.
Philosophy

Our Vision
Become a leading ICT company with its technology and ability to compete within global society of business environment

Our Mission
To contribute to forward-looking transformation of the society through software development.

Our Values

**Professionalism and integrity.** We do what we say and do it well! We believe that Customer Satisfaction and Trust will always be our Key for success!!!

**Teamwork and relations**
Great stress is laid on proper communication, transparency and human relations. We not only develop products, we develop relationships. Through teamwork, with every new day the quest for acquiring new competencies continues. Forever searching, experimenting, innovating, learning, moving ahead with our sincere efforts and dedication, shaping the future, and challenging our competencies to create new opportunities.
Service

**Website Design and Hosting**
Datacraft Systems Ltd can design, develop and manage a Website for your company as well as host it. Our team includes web designers and programmers so just about any design or feature you desire we can implement. Options include eCommerce, content management, email newsletters, blogs, photo and product galleries, integrated mapping, and much more. Not sure where to start? Our expert design staff can recommend a solution tailored to your industry and target audience.

**Software Development**
We specialize in the development of custom software applications. Specifically, our company carries out custom programming, database design, client-server and internet/intranet software application development. The expertise that they possess embraces a wide range of custom programming skills involving the latest and most effective development technologies, such as .NET (ASP.NET, C#, VB.NET), XML, Java, PHP and many more. We develop software for:
- Desktop Application
- Mobile Application
- Web Application
- etc

**Database Design**
Database Management Systems is one of our key specialty areas. We design databases for our clients based on their unique needs. We use both proprietary software like ORACLE, MySQL, MS SQL and Open Source Software products like PostGre, and InnoDB. Our Databases are lightweight and optimized to provide the best performance.

Databases are commonly used to store bodies of data which are too large to be managed on paper or through simple spreadsheets. Most businesses use databases for accounts, inventory, personnel, and other record keeping.

**ICT Support**
Datacraft provides the consultation concern about ICT to partners. We have a team of highly experienced professionals who are conversant with trouble shooting computers, Network infrastructure and peripheral equipment. Our prices for this service are very competitive and our response time is one of the fastest.
Graphic Design and Branding

By using corporate branding with a successfully marketed service or product, a company can familiarize consumers with its products and may create brand loyalty. We approach problems and build brands from three different perspectives: what you don’t know, what you think you know, and what you are willing to know.

Datacraft provides design service to partners such as:
- Identity Branding (logo, letterhead, envelope, business card, etc)
- Advertisement Banner
- Multimedia Presentation
- Web Design
- etc

ICT Training

Datacraft does not only provide the ICT tools but also helps our partners with preparation of the Human Resources through training for government or private sector to improve the quality of human resources.

Our courses suite beginners as well as advanced users and cover Introduction to Computers, Windows Awareness, Word Processing, Spreadsheet, Database, Internet Access and Authoring, Local Area Network and 'Office' skills. We also offer specialty courses in Website design, programing, database development and computer maintenance.

We are able to develop bespoke courses or amend any of our standard courses to suit your needs.
Some of our clients are:

- Entebbe Handling Services Ltd (www.enhas.com)
- Multiple Industries Ltd (www.multipleindustries.com)
- DAS Handling Ltd (www.dashhandling.com)
- National Organisation of Trade Unions of Uganda (www.notu.or.ug)
- Kampala Taxi Services Ltd (www.kampalataxi.com)
- Crystal Suites (www.crystalsuitesug.com)
- Pioneer Easy Bus (www.pioneereasybus.com)
- Terraces Properties (www.terracesproperties.com)
- Arua Special Economic Zone (www.aruasez.com)

Our Key Fulltime staff are:

- Katatumba Raymond (BVTS)
  ICT Director - Email: raymond@datacraftsystems.com
- Annet Musiimenta (BSc.IT)
  ICT Administrator - Email: annet@datacraftsystems.com
- Victor Otim (BSc.CSc)
  Computer Programmer - Email: victor@datacraftsystems.com
- Bagenda Adolf (BSc.IT)
  ICT Consultant - Email: adolf@datacraftsystems.com

To contact everyone on the team simply email team@datacraftsystems.com
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